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Purpose
This update outlines the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC)’s initial 
observations on compliance with the Dairy Industry Code of Conduct (the Code) during 2020.

The ACCC has conducted a range of education, compliance and enforcement activities during the 
Code’s first year. Our compliance checks have identified areas where we think compliance should be 
improved. We discuss some key areas in this update.

This update focuses on observations on compliance with the Code, rather than observations on the 
efficacy of the Code itself. There will be other opportunities for the ACCC, as well as other interested 
parties, to put forward views on the efficacy of the Code, including any suggestions to improve it. 

Background of the Dairy Code
The Dairy Code is an industry code regulating the conduct of farmers and milk processors in their 
dealings with one another. It aims to improve the clarity and transparency of trading arrangements 
between dairy farmers and those buying their milk.

The Code came into effect on 1 January 2020. It was developed by the Australian Government in 
consultation with stakeholders, after the ACCC recommended in the final report of its Dairy Inquiry that 
a mandatory code be introduced to address issues in dairy markets.

Dairy farmers and processors must comply with the Code, although some sections of the Code do not 
apply when a processor is a small business entity or a dairy farmer is dealing with a processor that is a 
small business entity.

The Code does not apply to retailers, such as supermarkets, except to the extent that they purchase 
milk directly from farmers. 

ACCC’s Dairy Code work
ACCC role
The ACCC is an independent Commonwealth statutory authority whose role is to enforce the 
Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) and a range of additional legislation, promoting competition, 
fair trading and regulating national infrastructure for the benefit of all Australians.

Ensuring compliance with the Code is an ACCC Compliance and Enforcement priority for 2020. The 
ACCC is responsible for monitoring compliance with the Code, investigating alleged non-compliance 
and, where appropriate, taking enforcement action. The ACCC can use a range of compliance and 
enforcement tools, from education to formal enforcement outcomes. For example, a breach of the 
Code may be addressed through an administrative resolution, issuing an infringement notice, accepting 
a court enforceable undertaking or taking legal action. 

We make decisions about compliance and enforcement in line with our Compliance and 
Enforcement policy. 

Engagement and education 
The ACCC undertook significant engagement and communication, using a range of channels, to raise 
awareness of the Code and educate about its requirements.

We published comprehensive guidance on the Code for farmers and processors on our website. We 
alerted stakeholders, including the Dairy Consultative Committee (DCC) and approximately 2,000 
subscribers to our Agriculture Information Network that the guidance was available. Members of the 
DCC also assisted to raise awareness of the guidance.

https://www.accc.gov.au/about-us/australian-competition-consumer-commission/compliance-enforcement-policy
https://www.accc.gov.au/about-us/australian-competition-consumer-commission/compliance-enforcement-policy
https://www.accc.gov.au/business/industry-codes/dairy-code-of-conduct
https://www.accc.gov.au/media/subscriptions/agriculture-information-network
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We also published a fact sheet to help facilitate farmers’ understanding of the new Code and their rights 
and obligations. Members of the DCC provided feedback on a draft of the fact sheet and assisted with 
distributing it.

Face-to-face meetings were curtailed by COVID-19 restrictions, so we engaged with stakeholders 
through other means, including:

	� We attended virtual forums, including with the Australian Dairy Products Federation in March, and 
with DairyTas in June.

	� We held virtual meetings and discussions with farmer representatives, processors, and 
industry associations.

	� We developed a social media campaign comprising a set of social media posts that organisations 
could upload on their platforms in the lead-up to the 1 June 2020 publishing deadline. 

	� We developed a slide pack on the key obligations and responsibilities under the Code and 
distributed it to key stakeholders for them to present to their members and networks.

We also provided information to rural and industry media, where ACCC Deputy Chair Mick Keogh also 
gave interviews. 

Dairy Consultative Committee
We established the DCC as a forum for dairy industry representatives to discuss issues with the ACCC 
related to the implementation of the Code.

The Committee was headed by independent Chair, Noel Campbell AO, and supported by ACCC 
Deputy Chair Mick Keogh and ACCC staff.

We appointed DCC members from the applicant pool to reflect the diversity of dairy farmers and 
processors across dairy regions.

Five Committee meetings were held approximately quarterly from December 2019 for 12 months. The 
last meeting of the Committee occurred on 30 November 2020.

The ACCC is grateful for the valuable contributions from Chair Noel Campbell AO and all the Committee 
members over the 12 month term. 

Compliance and enforcement
The ACCC wrote to dairy processors in May 2020 to remind them of the Code obligations, including 
the requirement to publish standard forms of milk supply agreements (MSAs) and reports on disputes 
by 2pm on 1 June (the publishing deadline). We put processors on notice that we would conduct 
compliance checks from 1 June 2020. 

Immediately after the publishing deadline, we commenced downloading published standard form MSAs 
and reports on disputes and collected evidence of apparent non-compliance. 

While the majority of processors published at least one MSA by the deadline, there were some 
instances of alleged non-compliance. Two of these matters have been publicly resolved:

	� Saputo Dairy Australia (Saputo) published its MSAs at around 3pm on 1 June. We investigated 
the events surrounding Saputo’s failure to publish by 2pm, and obtained evidence that the delay 
was caused by a very late technical failure such that the files were only publicly visible by direct 
link. Saputo took immediate steps to correct this. We issued a public statement about this matter. 
The statement warned Saputo and confirmed that Saputo had committed to examine its internal 
processes, review the factors that contributed to the breach and make any necessary changes to 
ensure future compliance.

	� We issued an infringement notice to Riddoch Trading Pty Ltd (trading as the Union Dairy Company, 
UDC) for alleged breaches of the publishing requirements (see publishing requirements for 
further discussion). 

https://www.accc.gov.au/publications/what-the-dairy-code-means-for-farmers-fact-sheet
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The ACCC is continuing to review and investigate Code compliance. Where a matter warrants 
enforcement action, the ACCC may announce this when appropriate in accordance with our Media 
Code of Conduct. 

Perishable agricultural goods inquiry
In August 2020 the Treasurer announced that the ACCC would commence a three-month inquiry into 
bargaining power in supply chains for perishable agricultural goods in Australia. 

The inquiry examined trading practices throughout supply chains, including relationships between 
farmers, processors and retailers. As part of the inquiry, the ACCC was asked to examine issues specific 
to the dairy industry:

	� The effectiveness of existing regulation, including the Dairy Code, in addressing bargaining power 
imbalances throughout relevant supply chains.

	� The cost of producing milk in different parts of Australia and the extent to which this is taken into 
account by participants at other levels of the supply chain.

The final report was submitted to the Treasurer, who released it on 10 December 2020.

Code compliance and key issues
We have generally seen processors engaging with their obligations under the Code, and we have 
observed that the Code has already brought some significant positive changes. However, we have 
also observed several areas where we think compliance should be improved, some of which we 
discuss below.

The issues we have identified and discussed below do not constitute all of the potential compliance 
issues that the ACCC has identified as part of our reviews of processors’ MSAs. The ACCC is continuing 
to investigate alleged instances of these compliance issues and may take enforcement action 
where necessary. 

We encourage processors to consider whether their MSAs are compliant with the Code in light of the 
issues identified in this update and to seek legal advice if necessary. The ACCC is unable to provide legal 
advice on the application of the Code to a party’s specific circumstances. 

Publishing requirements
Requirement to publish MSAs by the publication deadline
The Code requires all processors1 that intend to purchase milk from farmers during the subsequent 
financial year to publish standard forms of MSAs and reports on disputes by the publishing deadline 
each year.

The publishing requirements are a core obligation for processors. They aim to provide increased 
transparency for farmers, many of whom negotiate and enter into new MSAs by 1 July each year. It is 
therefore critical that processors publish their documents on time, in line with the Code’s requirements. 

As discussed above, to date the ACCC has announced two enforcement outcomes relating to alleged 
failures to publish by the deadline, and has been investigating others. In the case of UDC, instead of 
publishing standard form MSAs on its website, UDC required users to fill in an online form before they 
could access the MSA.

The ACCC considers that barriers to MSAs can make it more difficult for farmers to quickly and easily 
access the MSAs and the critical information contained in them. This undermines the transparency and 
accessibility the Code’s publishing obligations are aiming to achieve. 

1  Except those that meet the Code’s definition of a small business entity.
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Requirement to publish a non-exclusive MSA
The Code does not prohibit exclusive MSAs, but it does contain certain requirements around exclusive 
and non-exclusive MSAs.

The Code requires processors who publish an exclusive MSA that they would enter into in particular 
circumstances, to also publish a non-exclusive MSA option that they would enter into in the same 
circumstances. This means for every statement of circumstances published before the publishing 
deadline, a processor must publish either:

	� a non-exclusive standard form MSA

	� both an exclusive and non-exclusive MSA.

The requirement to publish a non-exclusive MSA is designed to promote competition by allowing 
farmers the option of supplying milk (e.g. excess milk) to more than one processor and to better 
manage risk. This requirement may also allow some processors (e.g. smaller or new processors) to 
procure milk from farmers who would otherwise have been locked into exclusive MSAs. 

All published exclusive and non-exclusive MSAs must be genuine. The Code requires processors to 
enter into an MSA with farmers upon request if the circumstances specified in their statements of 
circumstances for that MSA exist.

Exclusive and non-exclusive MSAs that cover the same circumstances do not need to be on the same 
terms or have the same minimum price.

The ACCC observed that some processors had exclusive MSAs but did not publish corresponding 
non-exclusive MSAs by 2 pm on 1 June 2020. In the case of UDC, we alleged that they did not publish a 
non-exclusive MSA until about two months after the publishing deadline. Processors must ensure that 
they publish non-exclusive MSAs by the publishing deadline so that potential suppliers can consider the 
full suite of potential milk supply options available to them in a timely manner. 

The ACCC considers, that in order for the Code to achieve its intended effect, non-exclusive MSAs 
should be truly non-exclusive so that farmers are not in practice prevented from supplying milk to any 
other processors. For example, the ACCC considers MSAs containing a minimum volume clause may 
not be a non-exclusive MSA if the minimum volume clause results in the farmer not being expected to 
have the capacity to supply another party. 

Requirement to publish a report on disputes
The Code requires each processor who is a party to an MSA to publish a report for the first reporting 
period (1 January 2020 to 30 April 2020) on its website by 1 June 2020, and for each later reporting 
period (12 months beginning on 1 May in a year) by 1 June of that year, setting out:

	� the number of disputes arising under or in connection with their MSAs that were the subject of a 
mediation or an arbitration that started or ended in the reporting period

	� information about the nature of these disputes

	� the number of mediations and arbitrations conducted

	� the average time taken to resolve these disputes

	� the outcomes of these disputes.

The report must not name or otherwise specifically identify farmers or any other person involved in a 
dispute. Processors must comply with any confidentiality requirements relating to information disclosed 
or obtained in the complaint or dispute resolution process.

The ACCC observed that a number of processors failed to publish a report on disputes by the 
publishing deadline. Many of the processors may not have disputes arising under or in connection with 
their MSAs during the reporting period. However, this does not exempt them from publishing a report 
on disputes.
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It is important for processors to publish reports on disputes on time so that potential suppliers can 
know whether the processor has been involved in a relevant recent dispute and consider this as part of 
their decision making on who to supply their milk to. 

Other requirements
Single document requirement
The Code requires that all written MSAs, and all records of unwritten MSAs, consist of a 
single document. 

We have observed that some processors have MSAs that appear to consist of multiple documents. 
For example, some processors have pricing letters or announcements, ‘milk supply handbooks’ and 
other supporting documents that are not in a single document with other parts of their MSAs. The 
ACCC does not consider that stating in the MSA that it comprises of multiple documents, on its own, is 
enough to satisfy the Code’s single document requirement.

The ACCC acknowledges that for practical reasons, some processors choose to have their MSA 
comprise multiple files rather than integrated into an all-in-one file. However, we consider that in such 
cases processors must provide all parts of the MSA to the farmer at the same time (such as, in one 
piece of correspondence). For example, a processor must not send one part of the MSA to a farmer 
while omitting (or only sharing a link to) other parts of the MSA (such as a handbook) as this would 
mean that their MSA is not a single document. We published guidance about this issue on our website 
and in our farmer factsheet. 

As stated in our guidance, we consider the practice of using a milk supply handbook as part of an MSA 
is likely to comply with the single document requirement in the Code if:

	� the MSA expressly incorporates the handbook

	� a copy of the relevant handbook is annexed or attached as part of the written MSA or written record 
of a verbal MSA

	� the terms of the MSA together with the handbook comply with the Code.

The Code also requires processors to keep a copy of each MSA to which it is a party, from the day on 
which it is created until six years after it ends. The ACCC considers the copy kept by processors must be 
a copy of the entire executed MSA, and that it is not enough to keep only part of the MSA.

These requirements help ensure that all parties to the MSA have a static version of the complete MSA. 
It ensures that no part of the MSA, including documents like handbooks, can be varied except in 
accordance with the Code and the terms of the MSA. 

It is important that processors comply with the single document requirement to ensure that:

	� both parties are clear about their rights and obligations under the whole MSA

	� parties’ rights and obligations cannot be unilaterally varied by amending parts of the MSA that were 
not provided with the rest of the MSA (for example, a handbook).
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Termination 
The Code does not itself restrict the circumstances in which a farmer may unilaterally terminate an MSA, 
but requires the MSA to specify the circumstances in which the farmer may do so.

The Code also requires the circumstances in which the processor can unilaterally terminate the MSA to 
be specified in the MSA. However, for processors the circumstances must be limited to those involving a 
‘material breach’ of the MSA by the farmer.

While the Code does not define ‘material breach’, the ACCC considers this is likely to refer to a material 
breach at common law. This would have regard to whether the breach is an important or significant 
breach assessed against the overall contractual bargain (and benefit) of the MSA.

We have identified a number of standard form MSAs which provide for the processor to terminate the 
MSA in circumstances other than what the ACCC considers would constitute a material breach. Some 
of these MSAs also contain statements or descriptions that particular listed circumstances involve a 
material breach when this is not necessarily the case. If the MSA allows the processor to terminate the 
MSA in circumstances other than a material breach, then the MSA does not comply with the Code. 

While recognising there may be some circumstances of material breaches which cannot be reasonably 
foreseen, the ACCC considers that MSAs should provide as much detail as possible when specifying the 
circumstances in which the processor can terminate the MSA. 

It is critical that the circumstances in which the parties can terminate the MSA are specified as clearly 
as possible, and that the processor can only unilaterally terminate the MSA in circumstances involving a 
material breach of the MSA by the farmer. This Code requirement helps ensure that processors cannot 
arbitrarily and unilaterally terminate their MSAs with farmers. It also allows the farmer to be aware of 
the obligations they must meet in order to continue supplying milk to the processor for the full term of 
the MSA.

Supply period

Definite end date 

The Code requires MSAs to specify the supply period of the MSA, including start and end dates. The 
last day of the supply period must be specified as a particular calendar date.2

The requirement for a definite end date is a critical component of the Code. It provides both parties 
with transparency as to the agreed supply period.

The ACCC has noted that a number of MSAs published by processors do not specify an end date. 
Processors must ensure this is in every MSA they publish and enter into so there can be no ambiguity 
about when the supply period ends.

Automatic rollovers and notice periods for termination 

Automatic rollover or renewal clauses cause the MSA to automatically renew for a specified period 
beyond the end date unless the processor or farmer takes action to prevent this from occurring.

The ACCC considers an automatic rollover provision which causes the MSA supply period to extend 
beyond the definite calendar end date specified in the MSA is a breach of the Code. We have seen 
a number of MSAs with clauses that appear to effect automatic renewal beyond the end date, for 
example by requiring the farmer to give an extensive period of notice to terminate the MSA on the 
end date. We consider this is incompatible with the end date being a definite end date as required by 
the Code. 

As we noted in our Dairy inquiry final report, notice periods and automatic rollover clauses can impede 
farmers’ ability to switch between processors. Depending on how the MSA is set out, farmers may lack 
sufficient information (for example on pricing) at the time that notice period and rollover clauses require 
them to make a decision on whether to renew the MSA. 

2 Cooperatives are exempt from the requirement to specify an end date.
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We understand that processors and farmers can benefit from advance notice of who they will be 
contracted with for planning purposes and to manage milk volumes. The Code does not prevent parties 
from commencing negotiations on new MSAs well in advance of the end date of existing MSAs or 
agreeing on new MSAs before existing ones have ceased. 

Code review
The Government will lead a review of the Code in 2021, with an accompanying report to be completed 
by 31 December 2021. The review will consider the role, impact and operation of the Code. 

As mandated by the Code, the Government will consult stakeholders as part of the review, including 
farmers, processors, industry bodies, government agencies and consumer organisations. The ACCC, 
as the agency who enforces the Code, will participate in the consultation. Our submissions to the Code 
review will be informed by our compliance and enforcement work. 

A second review of the Code is scheduled to occur in 2023.
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